Drivers’ acceptance of assistance functions
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ABSTRACT: Overreliance on Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and a lack of involvement in the driving task reflect current safety-concerns in connection with the increasing automation of the driving task due to ADAS. It is hypothesised that those effects gain relevance the more ADAS intervene in the cognitive and regulatory processes underlying driving. In a driving simulator study drivers’ preparedness to divert attention away from the driving task was investigated as a function of the level of assistance. Forty-five drivers drove 55 km on a simulated rural road with either one of three levels of lane keeping assistance: (1) a high level of assistance realised by a Heading Control system, (2) a low level of assistance realised by a Lane Departure Warning system, and (3) no assistance (control condition). Drivers’ attention allocation to a visually demanding secondary task served as a measure for their reliance on the systems.

1 Introduction

In an attempt to increase road safety and to reduce the number of traffic deaths and injuries, active safety in-vehicle technologies gain more and more importance as a complement to passive safety technologies. The main aim is not only to reduce actual crash consequences, but also to minimise crash risk. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are electronic in-vehicle systems that offer support to the driver while driving and aim at enhancing driver (and traffic) safety and comfort. ADAS intervene to different degrees in the driving task and in vehicle control. Although ADAS are supposed to positively influence driver behaviour and safety, the full range of possible adaptation effects in response to the introduction of these system is at present difficult to predict (e.g., [1]). Safety concerns with ADAS are primarily related to possible negative human performance consequences that arise in conjunction with the automation of task processes, as extensively studied in other domains like aviation ([2]). Because ADAS - according to their type and functionality - intervene in different levels of the control processes involved in driving, they change the way the driving task is performed and affect the information processing and action regulation processes involved in driving. The “relieving” function of ADAS may indeed positively influence driver performance and comfort in non-critical (“normal”) driving situations, but may have negative impacts in situations that suddenly demand for drivers’ intervention; for instance situations that lie beyond
In aviation research, evidence was found for problematic adaptation effects such as overreliance on systems and inappropriate trust in system capabilities ([3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]), complacency ([10, 11, 12]), vigilance problems and high mental workload due to system monitoring demands ([13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]), underload ([19, 20, 21]), and reduced Situation Awareness ([22, 23, 24, 25, 26]).

It is suggested that the occurrence and size of possible problematic adaptation effects is related to the degree the operator is taken “out-of-the-loop” from the controlled processes (e.g. [25, 27, 28]). Thus, system characteristics like the design of the human-machine interaction and the systems’ performance (e.g., reliability) play an important role in the evolution of adaptation effects. A number of studies demonstrated the strong relationship between system reliability and its effects on human trust and monitoring behaviour ([29, 30, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10]). People tend to rely on and to neglect monitoring of highly reliable systems, after they have gained a sufficient level of trust in their performance. Highly reliable systems reduce the necessity for human intervention in the automated processes. A reduced involvement in the task, coupled with changes in cognitive (information processing) and regulatory processes (e.g., vigilance) are most likely consequences. Similar effects are predicted for the impact of the level of automation, i.e. the level of control the operator has in the human-machine interaction (e.g. [22]). In the automotive area, overreliance on ADAS and a lack of involvement in the driving task (e.g., reduced Situation Awareness, attention shifts to driving-unrelated activities) reflect major safety-concerns in response to the introduction of ADAS. In this study drivers’ preparedness to divert attention away from the driving task is investigated as a function of the level of (lane keeping) assistance. Thereby the focus laid on an initial interaction with a system under high demanding conditions that were designed to promote reliance on the system. Of special interest are potential changes in drivers’ reliance after encountering critical situations where they have to override the system or to ignore the system’s actions.

2 Methods

The VTI advanced moving base driving simulator III in Linköping, Sweden, with a 120 degrees horizontal field of view was used in this study (Figure 1). Participants drove six times on a rural road of 11 km length with one driving lane in each direction. The lane width was 3.5 m. The speed limit during the study was 70 km/h.
2.1 Participants

Forty-five participants (23 male, 22 female) aged between 25 and 45 years ($M = 33.7; SD = 6.4$) took part in this study. They had been driving at least 5000 km during the last year. Most of them had been driving in the VTI driving simulator before.

2.2 Levels of lane keeping assistance

The 45 participants were randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions (15 participants in each condition) representing three different levels of assistance in lane keeping: (1) Driving with a Heading Control system (HC condition) corresponding to the highest level of lane keeping assistance, (2) driving with a Lane Departure Warning system (LDW condition) corresponding to a low level of lane keeping assistance, and (3) driving manually (MD condition) without any assistance in lane keeping (control condition). The LDW system warned the driver via a vibration in the steering wheel when he or she crossed the lane markings. The HC system guided the drivers within the lane by applying counter forces on the steering wheel as soon as they were approaching the left or right lane marking. Both systems were 100% reliable during the whole study.

2.3 Secondary Task

Concurrently to driving participants performed a visually demanding secondary task: The Arrows Task developed in the European HASTE project. The visual distraction caused by this task should provoke lateral path deviations and thus enable drivers to experience the actions of the lane keeping assistance systems and to develop trust in the system. Furthermore, drivers’ attention allocation to the primary driving task and the secondary task was used as an indicator of their reliance on the assistance systems (compared to non-assisted driving).

The Arrows Task was presented on a 7 inches TFT touch screen mounted in the centre console of the simulator vehicle. The secondary task display was positioned on a horizontal eccentricity of about 22 to 37 degrees visual angle to the left of the driver’s straight-ahead line of sight and on a vertical eccentricity of about 13 to 22 degrees visual angle below the driver’s straight-ahead line of sight. The Arrows Task started on certain road marks which were the same for
each driver in each condition. The duration of one Arrows Task was 30 s. One Arrows Task consisted of a series of displays presenting different configurations of 16 arrows pointing in different directions. For each display drivers had to decide if there was an arrow present pointing upward and to accordingly press the “yes” or “no” buttons in the upper or lower part of the screen, respectively. The time out for each display was 5 s. Response times above 5 s were recorded as missing responses. Each presentation of a new display was signalled by a sound. Additionally, drivers got an auditory and visual performance feedback.

2.4 Procedure

Participants were instructed to drive as they would usually drive on a real road with corresponding character concerning interaction with other traffic participants, speed choice, manoeuvring, and time gaps. Participants were instructed to use the turn indicator to signal their intention to depart from the driving lane, e.g. during lane change manoeuvres. They were informed that the activation of the indicator would suppress the lane departure warning and deactivate the HC system’s steering torque. Participants in the HC condition were additionally told that they could principally override the system if they applied a counter force to the steering wheel greater than the maximum steering force of the HC system.

Participants started with a training session in order to become accustomed to driving with the simulator and with the LDW and HC system. During the training session participants were instructed to perform some lane change manoeuvres in order to experience the systems’ functionality. After that participants practised the secondary task while the simulator vehicle was parked. Participants were instructed to perform the Arrows Task as well and as fast as possible while driving, but without jeopardising traffic safety.

Subsequently participants performed two experimental drives. During the first drive (about 15 min.) participants were supposed to build up a stable level of trust in the system and adapt their time-sharing strategies accordingly. During the second drive (about 25 min.) drivers encountered eight critical situations in which they had to react accordingly in order to not compromise traffic safety or violate the traffic rules. The LDW and the HC system were 100% reliable during the whole study (no system failures occurred). However, the critical situations lay partly outside the systems’ functional limits and thus, drivers had to override the systems. Of special interest are the potential changes in drivers’ trust, reliance, and workload as a function of their experience of these critical situations.

2.5 Dependent Measures

Performance-based measures of drivers’ time-sharing strategies (eye glance behaviour, secondary task performance) were used as indicators of their reliance on the lane keeping assistance systems. Additionally various subjective measures were collected after the two experimental sessions in order to assess amongst other things drivers’ alertness and mental workload, their perception of
system performance, their trust in the systems, and their opinions about how such systems may influence their safety and driving behaviour.

3 Results

All measures were subject to a 3 x 3 factorial repeated measures ANOVA with the level of assistance (Heading Control, Lane Departure Warning, No Assistance) treated as between-subjects factor and the session/criticality of driving situation (session one – no critical driving situations, session two – no critical driving situations, session two – critical driving situations) treated as within-subjects factor. Some first results of the analysis are presented below.

3.1 Secondary Task Performance

Drivers performed 19 Arrows Tasks in the first experimental session and 25 Arrows Tasks in the second experimental session.

3.1.1 Response Accuracy

Response accuracy was generally very high for all experimental conditions. Unassisted drivers had a higher percentage of correct answers and a lower percentage of false and missed responses in the Arrows Task than LDW drivers and HC drivers in both experimental sessions. This difference was however not significant. The performance of the unassisted drivers improved from session one to session two (in terms of percentage of correct and false responses), whereas the performance of the LDW and HC drivers deteriorated from session one to session two. The interaction between level of assistance and session/criticality of driving situation was not significant. HC drivers generally missed more responses than LDW and unassisted drivers (n.s.). There was a highly significant effect ($p < 0.001$) for the occurrence of critical driving situations, in that response accuracy deteriorated considerably in critical situations compared to non-critical driving situations in both sessions.

3.1.2 Mean Number of responded displays

Each Arrows Task lasted for about 30 s. During one Arrows Task a number of displays representing different arrows configurations were shown. Dependent on how fast drivers responded to each single display, more or less displays were presented during the whole duration of one Arrows Task. Drivers in the HC condition on the average answered the smallest number of displays and LDW drivers answered the largest number of displays during one Arrows Task in non-critical driving situations. For HC and LDW drivers, performance in critical situations in session two was better than performance in non-critical situations in session one; whereas the performance of unassisted drivers was worse during critical situations in session two compared to non-critical situations in session one. There was neither a significant main effect for the level of assistance nor a significant interaction between the level of assistance and the number of session/criticality of driving situation. There was a significant performance improvement for drivers in all conditions in non-critical driving situations from session one to session two ($p < 0.001$).
3.1.3 Reaction time
Reaction times were calculated for all displays except those drivers missed to respond to within five seconds (recorded as missing responses). LDW drivers and drivers in the no assistance condition reacted faster than HC drivers in non-critical driving situations. This effect was not statistically significant. There was a significant main effect for the session/criticality of driving situation factor, in that reaction times were significantly longer during critical situations compared to non-critical situations in both sessions for all levels of assistance ($p < 0.001$). Reaction times decreased from session one to session two but this effect was not significant.

3.2 Eye glance behaviour
This analysis is based on a total number of more than 13000 display glances.

3.2.1 Mean single glance durations to the secondary task display
HC drivers had the longest mean single glance durations to the display in session one and the shortest mean single glance durations in session two. Mean single glance durations to the display decreased from session one to session two, but this difference did not yield statistical significance in post-hoc analyses. However, there was a significant effect for the criticality of the driving situation, in that mean single glance durations to the display were significantly shorter during critical situations compared to non-critical situations ($p < 0.001$). During critical situations, unassisted drivers had the longest display glance durations compared to HC and LDW drivers.

3.2.2 Mean display glance frequencies
LDW drivers had the highest frequency of glances to the display; and HC drivers had the lowest display glance frequency in session one. During session two, HC driver looked less often to the Arrows Task display than LDW and unassisted drivers. Unassisted drivers looked most often to the display in session two. There was no significant effect for the level of assistance and no significant interaction between the level of assistance and session number/criticality of situation.

There was however a highly significant main effect ($p < 0.001$) for the session number/criticality of situation factor: Drivers in all conditions looked significantly less often to the display in session two (compared to session one), and looked least often to the display during critical driving situations.

4 Discussion
The results show that drivers adapted their task related effort to driving task demands. In critical driving situations, drivers allocated fewer resources to the secondary task, confirmed by a significantly worse secondary task performance and significantly shorter and fewer glances to the secondary task display in critical driving situations.

There is also evidence for a general training effect for drivers’ performance in the secondary task. Drivers answered more displays in session two than in session one, and reaction times slightly improved. Furthermore, drivers needed
significantly fewer glances to extract the relevant information from the secondary task display in session two compared to session one.

The results for the different levels of assistance show a more complex picture. There was no significant main effect of the level of assistance for any of the measures.

For the Arrows Task performance, there was a surprising finding in that unassisted drivers performed better than HC and LDW drivers in terms of response accuracy. This difference was also obvious in critical driving situations. A further interesting finding was that HC and LDW drivers’ Arrows Task performance deteriorated from session one to session two (in terms of percentage of correct and false responses), whereas performance of unassisted drivers improved. HC drivers had the highest number of missing responses during both sessions and especially in critical driving situations. In critical driving situations there seems to be a tendency for LDW drivers of tempting to respond to displays rather than to omit them (even when the answer is false), whereas HC drivers rather drop the secondary task. One possible explanation for these findings could be that HC drivers had to invest some additional resources in system control, which was particularly necessary in session two when they had to recognise critical driving situations which required them partly to override the HC system.

There seems to be some further evidence for interpretation in the results of the eye glance measures. For HC drivers both duration and frequency of glances to the secondary task display decreased from session one to session two. HC had the longest display glance durations in session one, and the shortest display glance durations in session two. For LDW and unassisted drivers there was mainly a difference in glance frequencies from session one to session two (less frequent display glances in session two), whereas display glance durations were similar in both sessions. Unassisted drivers had the longest and also the most frequent glances to the display in critical driving situations.

Further analysis of other glance behaviour measures (e.g. the percentage of time spent looking to the display during one Arrows Task) and the relation of the behavioural measures with the subjective data (e.g. mental workload) will complete the picture of drivers resource allocation strategies when driving with different levels of lane keeping assistance.
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